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The Top Yukawa Sector

I Top Yukawa an important parameter in SM and BSM
with fundamental implications for hierarchy problem

I Could be modified in solutions to hierarchy problem
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the hV V corrections to
the h ! 4` amplitude where V1,2 = Z, � and ` = e, µ.

PROBING CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY IN h ! 4`

We parametrize the Higgs couplings to ZZ and WW
vector boson pairs as,

LZW � h

v
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2
gZZm2

ZZµZµ + gWW m2
W W+µW�

µ

⌘
, (3)

where mZ and mW are the Z and W pole masses and
gZZ = gWW = 2 in the SM. The top Yukawa couplings
are parametrized as,
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where mt is defined to be the pole mass found in the
top quark propagator with yt = 1, ỹt = 0 at tree level in
the SM. We will also define the following ratios,

�W =
gWW

gZZ
, �t =

yt

gZZ
, �̃t =

ỹt

gZZ
. (7)

To be more explicit, we can write the h ! 4` amplitude
up to one loop as follows,

M4` = M0
ZZ + M1

W + M1
t . (8)

There are also real non-Higgs backgrounds, whose leading
contributions must be accounted for as well and will be
discussed below.

As discussed above, the sensitivity to the higher di-
mensional hZZ e↵ective couplings is significantly weaker
than for the hZ� and h�� e↵ective couplings [43]. Fur-
thermore, though the hZZ e↵ective couplings receive
contributions from top and W loops, there are also a
number of other one-loop contributions involving Z and
Higgs bosons. The already weak sensitivity to these hZZ
couplings makes disentangling the top contribution from

other contributions di�cult. We therefore simply will
model these with the set of dimension 5 operators:

LZZ � h

4v

⇣
AZZ

2 Zµ⌫Zµ⌫ + AZZ
3 Zµ⌫ eZµ⌫

+ 4AZZ
4 @µZ⌫Z

µ⌫
⌘

, (9)

where the AZZ
n are taken as real and constant. To study

the potential e↵ects of these contributions we treat AZZ
n

as nuisance parameters in our parameter extraction pro-
cedure allowing them to vary along with the top quark
Yukawa. As we will see, the e↵ects of the operators
in Eq. (9) do not greatly a↵ect our sensitivity to the top
Yukawa via the Z� and �� e↵ective couplings, especially
once su�cient statistics are accumulated.

There is of course a non-Higgs background which
comes dominantly from the continuum qq̄ ! 4` pro-
cess [46] and can have important e↵ects. As discussed
in [43] this background enters almost entirely due to de-
tector resolution e↵ects. If detectors had perfect energy
resolution the signal region would essentially be a delta
function centered at the Higgs mass leading to an e↵ec-
tively background free sample. However, imperfect de-
tector resolution has the e↵ect of widening the signal re-
gion, thus introducing more non-Higgs background into
the sample and degrading the sensitivity to the hV V ef-
fective couplings [43].

For this qq̄ ! 4` background we utilize the analytic
expressions computed in [31, 39] and follow the pro-
cedure in [22, 43] to build a signal plus background
likelihood which includes the parton distribution func-
tions (pdfs) as well as crude modeling of detector reso-
lution e↵ects. More details on this implementation can
be found in [22, 31, 39, 43]. For a more realistic anal-
ysis, careful treatment of detector resolution and addi-
tional background e↵ects can be done with the frame-
work in [42, 46, 47], but is left to future work. However,
these detector e↵ects are not expected to qualitatively
change the results obtained here.

TESTING CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY
AT THE LHC AND BEYOND

µ(h ! ��) ' (0.64 gWW � 0.28 yt)
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Show � vs. L/NS , money plots, etc. for yt, ỹt (or
Yt,'). Perhaps a Yt vs. mt money plot.
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(yt = 1 and ỹt = 0 in SM)

I May be a potential source of CP violation in BSM
I Important to have probes of magnitude and CP phases



Probing Top Yukawa with Rates

I Can probe Top Yukawa with rate measurements
I h → γγ and h → Zγ two body decays
I gg → tth production (also gg → h production) 7

L µ(tth) µ(h ! ��) µ(h ! Z�)

Current 2.8 ± 1.0 [5] 1.14 ± 0.25 [103] NA

300 fb�1 1.0 ± 0.55 [105] 1.0 ± 0.1 [104] 1.0 ± 0.6 [106]

3000 fb�1 1.0 ± 0.18 [105] 1.0 ± 0.05 [104] 1.0 ± 0.2 [106]

TABLE I. Values of current constraints and future projections
on the relative signal strength µi = �/�SM (or BR/BRSM )
for given luminosities.

the fit for the 1� allowed region in the yt � ỹt plane for
a range of data set sizes. The allowed parameter space
corresponds to the entire region inside the ellipse.

In addition to utilizing the Relaxed�⌥ cuts (middle,
yellow ellipses) as in Fig. 3, we also show results us-
ing CMS-like cuts [86, 100] (large, red ellipses). This
makes it clear the improved sensitivity obtained when
the Relaxed�⌥ cuts are used. For comparison and as
a demonstration of the ideal case, we also show the 1�
region obtained assuming a pure signal sample (inner,
turquoise ellipses) using these optimized cuts. This also
makes clear the e↵ects of the qq̄ ! 4` background.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 also compare the golden channel
to other measurements which are sensitive to the top
Yukawa coupling: the tth cross section, the branching
ratio of h ! ��, and the branching ratio of h !
Z�. The 1 � � contours are derived from the relative
signal strength (µi = �/�SM or BR/BRSM ) for each
measurement given by,

µ(tth) ' y2
t + 0.42 ỹ2

t (15)

µ(h ! ��) ' (1.28 � 0.28 yt)
2

+ (0.43 ỹt)
2

µ(h ! Z�) ' (1.06 � 0.06 yt)
2

+ (0.09 ỹt)
2,

where for µ(tth) we use the cross section at 14 TeV for
the approximate value in terms of yt and ỹt [105] and the
numerical factors in h ! V � are obtained by evaluating
the top and W loops [92, 93] at 125 GeV. The values we
use for the µi signal strengths are summarized in Table I.

Before discussing our results further, we comment that
from the numerical values in Eq. (15), it is clear that the
sensitivity to the top Yukawa in h ! 4` is driven by the
�� intermediate states. This implies that a reasonable
approximation of the sensitivity to yt and ỹt could have
simply been obtained from a naive rescaling of the results
for the sensitivity to the �� e↵ective operators found
in [66, 68]. However, we emphasize that this rescaling
ignores potential correlations between the Z� and �� ef-
fective operators [56, 64, 67]. Furthermore, the parameter
fitting done in this study is qualitatively di↵erent since
(ignoring ZZ couplings) only two parameters (yt, ỹt) are

floated in contrast to four (AZ�
2 , AZ�

3 , A��
2 , A��

2 ) when us-
ing e↵ective couplings. For these reasons we have not
simply done a rescaling of the e↵ective couplings, though
the end results for the sensitivity to yt and ỹt are not
drastically di↵erent.

The current 1� confidence intervals obtained in tth
(green band on the left) [5] and h ! �� (blue band on the
right) [103] direct searches are shown on the left in Fig. 4
where 100 h ! 4` events have been assumed. We see
that at this stage h ! 4` is not competitive with tth
and h ! �� searches. For 800 events shown on the right
we use the projected 1� intervals from tth and h ! ��
searches assuming 300 fb�1 [104, 105] and a SM-like cen-
tral value. We have also added the 1� projections from
h ! Z� (thick pink band) [106] searches which start to
become relevant at this luminosity. We can see at this
stage that h ! 4` is also starting to become a useful
channel to complement tth and h ! V � searches for
studying the top Yukawa.

In Fig. 5 we show the same results, but for 8000 (left)
and 20k (right) events corresponding to & 1000 � 3000
fb�1 and where the projected 1� intervals from tth,
h ! ��, and h ! Z� searches have been used assuming
3000 fb�1 [104–106]. We see in these results that if we as-
sume the Higgs couplings to ZZ and WW are positive,
eventually h ! 4` should be able to establish the overall
sign of yt independently of any other measurements of
the top Yukawa. We further see the possibility of using
h ! 4` as a consistency check with tth and h ! V �
searches as well as the qualitatively di↵erent nature of
the h ! 4` measurement.

The results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 make it clear that
h ! 4` is a useful and complementary channel to tth,
h ! Z�, and h ! �� searches for probing the top
Yukawa at the LHC or a future collider. Furthermore,
depending on how sensitivities evolve over time, it may
be possible that h ! 4` will be able to constrain re-
gions of parameter space which are di�cult to probe in
other channels helping to ensure that potential CP vio-
lating e↵ects would not go unnoticed. In the event where
a deviation from the SM value is observed in either on-
shell h ! Z�, �� two body decays or tth production,
the four lepton channel will be a crucial ingredient in
both confirming and characterizing the anomaly. Quan-
tifying more precisely these possibilities will require a
detailed treatment of the various one-loop and o↵-shell
e↵ects which we have not included, but a thorough inves-
tigation is left to ongoing work [79]. Many more results
from the current analysis can be found in [107].

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the h ! 4` ‘golden chan-
nel’ can be a useful probe of the top Yukawa at the LHC
and future colliders. We have considered the leading ef-
fects in order to give a proof of principle that this channel
can serve as a complementary, but qualitatively di↵erent,
measurement to h ! �� and h ! Z� two body decays
as well as gg ! h and tth searches for studying the top
Yukawa. A detailed study of the sub-dominant one-loop

I Only probe sum of couplings squared of CP even/odd couplings
I Need interference effects to probe CP properties

I Proposals include differential spectra in tth, th,ZH, tHW + ...

(see for example: 0007298, 1311.2028, 1312.5736, 1406.1961, 1504.00611)

I Challenging measurements requiring various assumptions



Probing CP Violation Top Yukawa with EDMs

I Strong indirect constraints on
CPV from EDMs
(J. Brod, U. Haisch, J Zupan: 1310:1385)

I Requires assumptions about
Higgs coupling to electrons e e e

t

�

�, Zh
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Figure 1. Left: Two-loop Barr-Zee contributions to the EDM of the electron involving a virtual
Higgs boson and a photon or Z boson. Right: Two-loop contribution to the Weinberg operator.
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Here Li2(x) = �
R x
0 du ln(1 � u)/u is the usual dilogarithm.

From Eq. (2.2) it is evident that the electron EDM constraint on ̃t vanishes in the
limit that the Higgs does not couple to electrons, e, ̃e ! 0, or by an appropriate tuning
of the ratio ̃e/e. For simplicity we will from here on assume that the Higgs coupling to
the electron is CP conserving, so that ̃e = 0. In this case the top-quark contribution to
the EDM of the electron is (with ↵ ⌘ ↵(0) ' 1/137)

de

e
= 3.26 · 10�27 cm ẽt f1(xt/h) = 9.0 · 10�27 cm ẽt , (2.4)

where in the second equality we used that f1(xt/h) ' 2.76 for mt = 163.3 GeV [29] and
Mh = 126GeV. The 90% confidence level (CL) limit [30]

����
de

e

���� < 8.7 · 10�29 cm , (2.5)

then translates into
|̃t| < 0.01 , (2.6)

assuming that the Higgs coupling to the electron is the SM one, e = 1.
Above we have neglect the two-loop diagram, Fig. 1 (left), with the Z boson instead of

the photon in the loop. Due to charge-conjugation invariance only the vector couplings of
the Z boson enter the Barr-Zee expression for the electron EDM. As a result the Z-boson
contribution is strongly suppressed by [27]
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1Note that the loop function f1(x) is real and analytic even for x > 1/4. In particular, in the limit
x ! 1, one has f1(x) = ln x + 2 + O(1/

p
x).
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Figure 2. Left: Present constraints on t and ̃t from the electron EDM (blue), the neutron
EDM (red), the mercury EDM (brown), and Higgs physics (gray). Right: Projected future con-
straints on t and ̃t, see text for details.

The right panel in Fig. 2 shows the prospects of the constraints. In order to obtain
the plot we have assumed that |de/e| < 10�30 cm [39], a factor of 90 improvement over
the current best limit (2.5), and that |dn/e| < 10�28 cm [39], a factor of 300 improvement
with respect to the present bound (2.14). Our forecast for the future sensitivity of the
Higgs production constraints is based on the results of the CMS study with a projection
of errors to 3000 fb�1, which assumed 1/

p
L scaling of the experimental uncertainties with

luminosity L, and also anticipates that the theory errors will be halved by then [4]. In
Fig. 2 we therefore take g = 1.00 ± 0.03 and � = 1.00 ± 0.02 as the possible future fit
inputs (centered around the SM predictions).

Since the EDMs depend linearly on ̃t, the projected order-of-magnitude improve-
ments of the EDM constraints directly translate to order-of-magnitude improvements of
the bounds on ̃t. For instance, the electron EDM is projected to be sensitive to values of
̃t = O(10�4) which implies that one can probe scales up to ⇤ = O(25 TeV) for models
(such as theories with top compositeness) where ̃t ⇠ v2/⇤2.

Note that the above EDM constraints rely heavily on the assumption that the Higgs
couples to electrons, up, and down quarks. For illustration we assumed that these couplings
are the same as in the SM. The possibility that the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions cannot be ruled out from current Higgs data. In this case there is no constraint
from the electron EDM which is proportional to ẽt. The neutron and mercury EDM
are similarly dominated by the quark EDMs and CEDMs which scale as u,d ̃t. However,
setting u,d = 0 the constraints due to dn and dHg do not vanish, because there is also a
small contribution from the Weinberg operator which scales as t̃t. In Fig. 3 we show
the constraints for the limiting case where the Higgs only couples to the third-generation
fermions. We see that at present O(1) values of ̃t are allowed by the constraint from the
neutron EDM. Assuming that only the Higgs-top couplings are modified, the Higgs data are
then more constraining than the neutron EDM. This situation might change dramatically

– 9 –

Can place strong bounds on CP violation from EDMs. 

Brod, Haisch, Zupan, [arXiv:1310.1385].I Useful to have CP sensitive probe free of these assumptions



Effective Higgs Couplings in h → 4`
I We consider fully differential
Higgs to four leptons decays
as a probe of top Yukawa

I Much work using MEM has
been done to study hVV
effective couplings
(see CMS h → 4` study in 1411.3441)

Signal and Background

L

Signal

Background

I Effective couplings generated by underlying loop effects



Loop effects in Higgs to four lepton decays

I Dominated by tree level
hZZ mediated amplitude

I The W and top loops
contribute at 1-loop to
effective hVV couplings

2

corrections [48, 49, 51] to �WZ induced via hypercharge
interactions at one loop, as well as Yukawa interactions
at one or two loops depending on the electroweak rep-
resentation of h, they are much too small to give the
O(1) corrections needed to change the sign of the tree
level predictions in Eq. (3). Therefore, a determination
of the sign of �WZ e↵ectively establishes the custodial
representation[? ] of the Higgs boson.
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FIG. 1. Relevant contributions to the hV V e↵ective couplings
mediating h ! 4` decays (top). In the middle left is the tree-
level ZZ contribution, while in the middle right and bottom
are example one-loop diagrams mediated by the W boson and
top quark, respectively.

In this study, we utilize the h ! 4` framework devel-
oped in [18, 25, 27, 35, 37, 39, 42] which uses all kine-
matic observables in the normalized fully di↵erential de-
cay width to perform a matrix element analysis of the
sensitivity to �WZ . We perform a likelihood analysis to
estimate how much data will be needed to establish the
overall sign of �WZ independently of the top Yukawa sec-
tor. Since we are only interested in a ratio of couplings,
we can take advantage of this to use only shape infor-
mation. Thus, while rate information is not used, our
analysis is largely independent of the uncertainties and
assumptions associated with Higgs production e↵ects.

Under minimal assumptions about the top Yukawa sec-
tor, we estimate that a 13 TeV LHC will begin to become
sensitive to the overall sign of �WZ in h ! 4` decays with
⇠ 1300 signal events corresponding to O(800) fb�1 of
data assuming SM production and decay rates. We also
perform hypothesis testing to estimate how much data
is needed to distinguish between the two predictions of
custodial symmetry given in Eq. (3) as well as give an
estimate for the ultimate LHC sensitivity in h ! 4` to
the magnitude of �WZ . In general we find that h ! 4`
decays should serve as a unique and complementary, but

independent, probe of EWSB and custodial symmetry at
the LHC and beyond.

PROBING ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY
BREAKING AT THE LHC

We now examine various ways of probing �WZ with
h ! 4` decays at a 13 TeV LHC. We first perform a
likelihood shape analysis of h ! 4` decays to estimate
how much data will be needed to establish the overall sign
of �WZ . We then perform hypothesis testing to assess
the ability to distinguish between the two predictions of
custodial symmetry for �WZ shown in Eq. (3). We also
give an estimate of the ultimate LHC sensitivity to |�WZ |
in h ! 4` . An in depth discussion of how �WZ enters
into the h ! 4` amplitude through the hV V e↵ective
couplings as well as details on how the top Yukawa sector
and dominant 4` background are incorporated into our
analysis can be found in [39, 42, 55]. More details on the
discussion and statistical analysis procedures presented
here can also be found in [18, 25, 27, 35, 37, 39, 42, 55]
to which we refer the interested reader.

Pinning down the sign of �WZ

Our first exploration begins with assessing how much
data will be needed to pin down the overall sign of
�WZ . As discussed, rate measurements can not deter-
mine this sign and furthermore, under the assumption of
custodial symmetry it e↵ectively establishes the custodial
representation of the Higgs boson.

Following the procedure described in [42] we construct
the likelihood from the (normalized) signal and back-
ground fully di↵erential cross sections. This likelihood
is a function of the couplings (gZ , gW ) as well as the
top Yukawa coupling, yt which is treated as a nuisance
parameter. A full likelihood is built for each pseudo-
dataset, and integrated[? ] over yt to obtain the pos-
terior likelihood as a function only of �WZ . When gener-
ating pseudodatasets we consider two possibilities. The
first is the SM as the true underlying model which pre-
dicts �WZ = 1. As a second case we also consider
the other allowed possibility by custodial symmetry of
�WZ = �1/2. An example of the posterior likelihood is
shown in Fig. 2 for one pseudodataset containing O(2000)
signal events assuming the true underlying model is the
SM.

We treat the normalized posterior likelihood as a prob-
ability density of the extracted true value of �WZ . Given
the observed pseudodataset, we obtain from the posterior
likelihood a p-value that the true value of �WZ is nega-
tive by taking the ratio of the area on the negative side of
zero (shaded in turquoise in Fig. 2) to the total area. For
each p-value we define a corresponding ‘e↵ective’ � by

I Can study the nature of top and W couplings to the Higgs
(see Y. Chen, J. Lykken, M. Spiropulu, D. Stolarski, RVM: 1608.02159 for study of W couplings)

Directly Probing the Higgs’ Custodial Nature

Yi Chen a, Daniel Stolarski b,c, Roberto Vega-Morales d Joe? Maria?
aLauritsen Laboratory for High Energy Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA

bTheory Division, Physics Department, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
cOttawa-Carleton Institute for Physics, Carleton University,
1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, Canada

dDepartamento de F́ısica Teórica y del Cosmos and CAFPE, Universidad de Granada,
Campus de Fuentenueva, E-18071 Granada, Spain ⇤

We examine the possibility of using Higgs to four lepton decays to directly establish the custodial
nature of the Higgs boson. This is accomplished by exploiting the fact that h ! 4` decays are
sensitive, via tree level/1-loop interference e↵ects, to the ratio of the tree level Higgs couplings to
WW and ZZ pairs. This ratio, �WZ , is well known to be a measure of the custodial symmetry
possessed by the gauge boson mass matrix and Higgs sector. We point out that simply establishing
the overall sign of �WZ e↵ectively establishes the custodial representation of the Higgs boson. We
then show that using the full kinematic information from each event in h ! 4` decays allows for
discrimination between ±�WZ at the 95% confidence level with O(X) signal events which should
be achievable with X � Y fb�1 of data at the LHC depending on production and experimental
uncertainties. We then examine other possibilities for testing custodial symmetry via h ! 4` decays
under various assumptions about the top quark Yukawa sector. We find that by end of LHC running,
h ! 4` decays may be able to simultaneously establish both the custodial nature of the Higgs boson
and the CP properties of its couplings to the top quark independently of other measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) Higgs sector has an ap-
proximate SU(2)L ⇥SU(2)R symmetry which after elec-
troweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is broken to its di-
agonal subgroup SU(2)V , the famous custodial symme-
try [1]. This global symmetry of the gauge boson mass
matrix implies the following tree level relation,

⇢tree ⌘ m2
W

c2
W m2

Z

= 1, (1)

a fact which confirmed experimentally to within an
O(1%) precision [2]. If there are contributions to EWSB
beyond the SM, this implies either that the full Higgs sec-
tor respects custodial symmetry as in the SM, or there
are percent-level cancellations unmotivated by symmetry
arguments. Taking symmetry as our guide, any scalars
which contribute to EWSB must transform in (NL,NR)
representations of the global SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R symmetry
possessed by the Higgs sector before EWSB [3].

Under the symmetry breaking pattern SU(2)L ⇥
SU(2)R ! SU(2)V , the (NL,NR) scalars decompose
into custodial SU(2)V representations as [3],

(NL,NR) = 1 � 3 � 2N � 3 � 2N � 1, (2)

where scalars in the (4k+1) representations are CP–even
and those in the (4k+3) representations are CP–odd. The
SM prediction is of course N = 2 while for the well known
Georgi-Machacek (GM) model [4–7] we have N = 3.

Since the W± and Z transform (approximately) to-
gether as an SU(2)V triplet, for pairs of W and Z bosons
one can form the tensor products of two triplets which
decomposes under the custodial symmetry as,

3 ⌦ 3 = 1 � 3 � 5, (3)

If we assume CP conservation, it is clear that pairs of W
and Z bosons can only couple at tree level to custodial
singlets and fiveplets [3]. As can be seen from Eq. (3),
the singlet state is always present for N � 2 while the
fiveplet is also generally present whenever N � 3.

All signs indicate that the neutral Higgs-like boson re-
cently discovered at 125 GeV [9, 10] couples to pairs of
gauge bosons at tree level via,

LZW � h

v

⇣
gZm2

ZZµZµ + 2gW m2
W Wµ+W�

µ

⌘
. (4)

These couplings are generated during EWSB and are re-
sponsible for the W and Z boson masses. As we will
review in more detail below, the ratio of couplings,

�WZ = gW /gZ , (5)

is determined by the custodial representation of the Higgs
boson, which as discussed can only be a singlet or five-
plet. This allows two possibilities for �WZ [3]:

�WZ = +1 (singlet)

�WZ = �1/2 (fiveplet). (6)

While there are custodial symmetry breaking (radiative)
corrections to �WZ via hypercharge and Yukawa cou-
plings, these corrections are in general much to small []
to give the O(1) corrections needed to change the sign of
the tree level predictions in Eq. (6). Therefore, a measure-
ment of the sign of �WZ should e↵ectively and robustly
determine the custodial representation of the Higgs.

Measurements by ATLAS and CMS of h ! WW and
h ! ZZ decay rates for the 125 GeV resonance indicate
|�WZ | ⇡ 1 [12, 13], thus favoring the singlet representa-
tion, they are not sensitive to the overall sign. Combined
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the hV V corrections to
the h ! 4` amplitude where V1,2 = Z, � and ` = e, µ.

PROBING CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY IN h ! 4`

We parametrize the Higgs couplings to ZZ and WW
vector boson pairs as,

LZW � h

v

⇣1

2
gZZm2

ZZµZµ + gWW m2
W W+µW�

µ

⌘
, (3)

where mZ and mW are the Z and W pole masses and
gZZ = gWW = 2 in the SM. The top Yukawa couplings
are parametrized as,

Lt �
mt

v
ht̄(yt + iỹt�

5)t, (4)

D�� = 1.282
⇣
|1 � 0.21875

ct

cV
|2 + |0.335938

c̃t

cV
|2
⌘

(5)

ghtt = �i
mt

v
(ct + ic̃t�

5), (6)

where mt is defined to be the pole mass found in the
top quark propagator with yt = 1, ỹt = 0 at tree level in
the SM. We will also define the following ratios,

�W =
gWW

gZZ
, �t =

yt

gZZ
, �̃t =

ỹt

gZZ
. (7)

To be more explicit, we can write the h ! 4` amplitude
up to one loop as follows,

M4` = M0
ZZ + M1

W + M1
t . (8)

There are also real non-Higgs backgrounds, whose leading
contributions must be accounted for as well and will be
discussed below.

As discussed above, the sensitivity to the higher di-
mensional hZZ e↵ective couplings is significantly weaker
than for the hZ� and h�� e↵ective couplings [43]. Fur-
thermore, though the hZZ e↵ective couplings receive
contributions from top and W loops, there are also a
number of other one-loop contributions involving Z and
Higgs bosons. The already weak sensitivity to these hZZ
couplings makes disentangling the top contribution from

other contributions di�cult. We therefore simply will
model these with the set of dimension 5 operators:

LZZ � h

4v

⇣
AZZ

2 Zµ⌫Zµ⌫ + AZZ
3 Zµ⌫ eZµ⌫

+ 4AZZ
4 @µZ⌫Z

µ⌫
⌘

, (9)

where the AZZ
n are taken as real and constant. To study

the potential e↵ects of these contributions we treat AZZ
n

as nuisance parameters in our parameter extraction pro-
cedure allowing them to vary along with the top quark
Yukawa. As we will see, the e↵ects of the operators
in Eq. (9) do not greatly a↵ect our sensitivity to the top
Yukawa via the Z� and �� e↵ective couplings, especially
once su�cient statistics are accumulated.

There is of course a non-Higgs background which
comes dominantly from the continuum qq̄ ! 4` pro-
cess [46] and can have important e↵ects. As discussed
in [43] this background enters almost entirely due to de-
tector resolution e↵ects. If detectors had perfect energy
resolution the signal region would essentially be a delta
function centered at the Higgs mass leading to an e↵ec-
tively background free sample. However, imperfect de-
tector resolution has the e↵ect of widening the signal re-
gion, thus introducing more non-Higgs background into
the sample and degrading the sensitivity to the hV V ef-
fective couplings [43].

For this qq̄ ! 4` background we utilize the analytic
expressions computed in [31, 39] and follow the pro-
cedure in [22, 43] to build a signal plus background
likelihood which includes the parton distribution func-
tions (pdfs) as well as crude modeling of detector reso-
lution e↵ects. More details on this implementation can
be found in [22, 31, 39, 43]. For a more realistic anal-
ysis, careful treatment of detector resolution and addi-
tional background e↵ects can be done with the frame-
work in [42, 46, 47], but is left to future work. However,
these detector e↵ects are not expected to qualitatively
change the results obtained here.

TESTING CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY
AT THE LHC AND BEYOND

µ(h ! ��) ' (0.64 gWW � 0.28 yt)
2

+ (0.43 ỹt)
2 (10)

µ(h ! Z�) ' (0.53 gWW � 0.06 yt)
2

+ (0.09 ỹt)
2,

Show � vs. L/NS , money plots, etc. for yt, ỹt (or
Yt,'). Perhaps a Yt vs. mt money plot.

CONCLUSIONS
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I Interference between tree level hZZ amplitude and loop
diagrams allows us to probe CP properties and phases



ID-ing the Higgs with Kinematic Distributions

I Sensitivity to Higgs couplings
and underlying loop effects
comes from the many
kinematic observables

I Contain information about
CP properties and tensor
structure of Higgs couplings
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Sensitivity Curves for Top Yukawa
(Y. Chen, D. Stolarski, RVM: 1505:01168)

I Sensitivity to magnitude is statistics limited at the LHC
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I Can still say something useful about CP properties



Probing Top Yukawa CP Properties in h → 4`
(Y. Chen, D. Stolarski, RVM: 1505:01168)

I Compare with other probes:
h → γγ, h → Zγ, and tth
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I Not yet sensitive, but should
be at high luminosity LHC

I Qualitatively different probe
of top Yukawa CP properties
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